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Abstract: The Camellia is a 128-bit block cipher published by NTT and Mitsubishi in 2000. Since the research of differential fault
analysis against Camellia was proposed, much work has been devoted to realizing a more efficient different fault analysis. It is a very
strong analysis for ciphers when a single fault is injected into the last several rounds of encryption and the whole secret key could be
recovered. Thus, how to detect the faults injected into the Camellia cipher with low overhead of complexity is an open problem. This
paper gives an answer to this problem by presenting a fault detection of the Camellia block cipher in the single-byte fault model. Our
result in this study could detect the faults with negligible cost when faults are even injected into the last three rounds.
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1. Introduction

During the last twenty years a new class of attacks against
cryptographic devices has become public. These attacks
exploit easily accessible information like power consump-
tion, running time, input–output behavior under malfunc-
tions, and can be mounted by anyone only using low–cost
equipment [1-3]. These side–channel attacks amplify and
evaluate leaked information with the help of statistical meth-
ods, and are often much more powerful than classical crypt-
analysis. Examples show that a very small amount of side–
channel information is enough to completely break a cryp-
tosystem [4]. While many previously–known cryptanalytic
attacks can be analyzed by studying algorithms, the vul-
nerabilities of side–channel attacks result from electrical
behavior of transistors and circuits of an implementation.
This ultimately compromises cryptography, and shifts the
top priority in cryptography from the further improvement
of algorithms to the prevention of such attacks by reducing
variations in timing, power and radiation from the hard-
ware, reduction of observability of system behavior after
fault injection. Therefore, it extends theoretically the cur-
rent mathematical models of cryptography to the physical

setting which takes into consideration side–channel attack-
s [5, 6].

As one of side channel attacks, differential fault anal-
ysis was first proposed by E. Biham and A. Shamir as an
attack on DES in 1997 [7]. The similar attacks have been
applied to AES [8-12], ARIA [13] and Camellia [14-16]
etc. The DFA attack is based on deriving information about
the secret key by examining the differences between a ci-
pher resulting from a correct operation and a cipher of the
same initial message resulting from a faulty operation.

As a 128-bit block cipher, Camellia was jointly de-
veloped by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
(NTT) and Mitsubishi Electric Corporation (Mitsubishi) in
2000 [17]. It has now been selected as an international s-
tandard by ISO/IEC, and adopted by cryptographic evalu-
ation projects such as NESSIE and CRYPTREC, as well
as the standardization activities at IETF. In 2009, Camellia
was integrated into the OpenSSL 1.0.0 (beta1) and grad-
ually became one of the most worldwide used block ci-
phers. Therefore, the strength of Camellia against various
cryptanalytic techniques has been analyzed, including d-
ifferential fault analysis, differential cryptanalysis, linear
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cryptanalysis, impossible differential cryptanalysis, colli-
sion attack and so on [18-19].

In the literature, some work has been published on the
security of Camellia implementations against differential
fault analysis [14-16]. These attacks are based on the byte-
oriented fault model. They could recover the secret key of
Camellia since the error occurs randomly at any position in
the last three rounds. To improve the attacking efficiency,
the location of fault injection is not same as the location
of subkeys which will be recovered. For example, to re-
cover the subkeys in the last round, they induce errors in
the penultimate round. This kind of fault injection could
derive multiple bytes of one subkey and avoids decreasing
the efficiency of fault injection.

In order to resist the above attacks, we propose a fault
detection technique to protect Camellia against the previ-
ous attacks. Our work not only helps to detect the errors
with low overhead of space and time tolerance, but also
can be applied in hardware or software implementation.
The idea of this attack and the related countermeasure are
naturally suitable for other Feistel block ciphers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 briefly introduces the Camellia cipher. The next two sec-
tions propose the differential fault analysis and the previ-
ous fault detections. Then section 5 shows our fault de-
tection and simulation on Camellia. Finally section 6 con-
cludes the paper.

2. Description of Camellia

For simplicity, Camellia-128/192/256 are denoted as the
three versions of Camellia that use 128, 192 and 256 bit-
s of the secret keys, respectively. Camellia is a d-round
Feistel block cipher, where d is 18 for Camellia-128 and
24 for Camellia-192/256 [17]. It has 128-bit XOR opera-
tions before the first round and after the last round, called a
prewhitening layer and a postwhitening layer, respective-
ly. In every round, the round function F is composed of a
nonlinear S-function and a linear P -function. After the 6th
and 12th rounds (and 18th round for Camellia-192/256),
Camellia has the FL/FL−1 function (See Fig. 1). For the
rest of this paper, we will use Camellia to the 128-bit secret
key version, unless otherwise stated.

2.1. Notations

The following notations are used to describe the Camellia
cipher:

Let X ∈ ({0, 1}8)16 be the plaintext and Y ∈ ({0, 1}8)16
be the ciphertext. Let kr ∈ ({0, 1}8)16 denote the r-th
subkey from the secret key K, with 1 ≤ r ≤ d. Let
Y ∗ = (Y ∗

L , Y
∗
R) be the faulty ciphertexts. Let Lr−1 and

Rr−1 be the left and the right halves of the r-th round input
with 1 ≤ r ≤ d. Let Mr−1 be the input of F -function with
1 ≤ r ≤ d. Let |△Y |, |△YL| and |△YR| be the number of

Figure 1 The structure of Camellia.

erroneous bytes in △Y , △YL and △YR. The key schedule
part generates the subkeys kr, klv and kwt from the secret
key K, where 1 ≤ r ≤ d, 1 ≤ t ≤ 4 and 1 ≤ v ≤ 4 (or
1 ≤ v ≤ 6 for Camellia-192/256).

2.2. Structure

Camellia is composed of three procedures: encryption, de-
cryption and the key schedule. The encryption procedure
is described as follows:

Step 1.

L0||R0 = X ⊕ (kw1||kw2). (1)

Step 2. For r = 1 to d do the following:
If r = 6 or 12 (or 18 for Camellia–192/256),

Lr = Rr−1 ⊕ F (Lr−1, kr), (2)
Rr = Lr−1, (3)
Lr = FL(Lr, klr/3−1), (4)

Rr = FL−1(Rr, klr/3). (5)
else

Lr = Rr−1 ⊕ F (Lr−1, kr), (6)
Rr = Lr−1. (7)

Step 3.

Y = (Rd ⊕ kw3)||(Ld ⊕ kw4). (8)
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The round function F is defined below:

(Lr−1, kr) 7→ Cr = P (S(Lr−1 ⊕ kr)), (9)

where S and P are defined as follows:

S : (F 8
2 )

8 7→ (F 8
2 )

8, (10)

(a1,r||a2,r|| · · · ||a8,r) 7→ (b1,r||b2,r|| · · · ||b8,r), (11)

b1,r = s1(a1,r), (12)
b2,r = s2(a2,r), (13)
b3,r = s3(a3,r), (14)
b4,r = s4(a4,r), (15)
b5,r = s2(a5,r), (16)
b6,r = s3(a6,r), (17)
b7,r = s4(a7,r), (18)
b8,r = s1(a8,r), (19)

where s1, s2, s3 and s4 are the 8× 8 boxes.

P : (F 8
2 )

8 7→ (F 8
2 )

8, (20)
(b1,r||b2,r|| · · · ||b8,r) 7→ (c1,r||c2,r|| · · · ||c8,r), (21)

where

c1,r = b1,r ⊕ b3,r ⊕ b4,r ⊕ b6,r ⊕ b7,r ⊕ b8,r, (22)
c2,r = b1,r ⊕ b2,r ⊕ b4,r ⊕ b5,r ⊕ b7,r ⊕ b8,r, (23)
c3,r = b1,r ⊕ b2,r ⊕ b3,r ⊕ b5,r ⊕ b6,r ⊕ b8,r, (24)
c4,r = b2,r ⊕ b3,r ⊕ b4,r ⊕ b5,r ⊕ b6,r ⊕ b7,r, (25)
c5,r = b1,r ⊕ b2,r ⊕ b6,r ⊕ b7,r ⊕ b8,r, (26)
c6,r = b2,r ⊕ b3,r ⊕ b5,r ⊕ b7,r ⊕ b8,r, (27)
c7,r = b3,r ⊕ b4,r ⊕ b5,r ⊕ b6,r ⊕ b8,r, (28)
c8,r = b1,r ⊕ b4,r ⊕ b5,r ⊕ b6,r ⊕ b7,r. (29)

The two functions FL and FL−1 are described in [17].

3. Differential fault analysis on Camellia

3.1. Fault model and fault assumption

The fault model includes the following two assumptions:
the attacker has the capability to choose one plaintext to
encrypt and obtain the corresponding right and faulty ci-
phertexts(Chosen Plaintext Attack, CPA); the attacker can
induce a single byte error to one layer. However, the lo-
cation of this byte in this layer and the value of the error
are both unknown. As for the attack, we analyze a fault
occurring near the end of the algorithm and assume the
general random fault model where the fault modifies the
processed data in a random way. The adversary does not
need to know a priori the random value the fault imposed
on the data. As will be shown later, the assumption of fault
induction can be relaxed to a certain extend.

3.2. Basic procedure

The basic procedure of this attack is as follows: the right
ciphertext is obtained when a plaintext is encrypted with a
secret key. We induce a random error in some round of the
encryption, and thus obtain a faulty ciphertext. By differ-
ential fault analysis, the XOR value of the last subkey can
be recovered. Then we could decrypt the right ciphertext
to obtain the input of the last round, which is the output of
the penultimate round. At last we repeat the above proce-
dure to deduce more related values about subkeys until the
secret key is obtained by the key schedule.

4. Differential fault detections on Camellia

Countermeasures against fault attacks could help a cryp-
tographic algorithm to avoid, detect or correct faults. In
practice, many proposed schemes are based on fault de-
tection, including code-based technique and redundancy-
based technique [20-26].

4.1. Code-based technique

Code based detections are divided into coding method and
error detection code (EDC). Coding method means en-
coding message before encryption and checking errors af-
ter decryption. Its overhead depends on encoding and de-
coding progress to translate plaintexts and ciphertexts in-
to codes. Its time redundancy also depends on the code
processes. As for block ciphers, the EDC approach is of-
ten used in each rounds’ inner parts with the implemen-
tation of parity-based EDC. The parity of linear layers is
easy to implement since permutations do not change the
parity. More consideration should be given to the nonlin-
ear layers. Whether the parity of input joins in encryp-
tion determines how the parity constructs. Approximately,
10%∼20% overhead is required, and so does time toler-
ance.

4.2. Redundancy-based technique

The redundancy-based solution for implementing fault de-
tection in the encryption module is to perform a test de-
cryption immediately after the encryption, and then check
whether the original data block is obtained. If a decryption
module is already present in the implementation, the hard-
ware overhead reduces to the cost of a comparator for two
data blocks of 128 bits. Otherwise, the overhead is close to
100 percents since the decryption module is very similar
to the encryption one. The overall time penalty in either of
these two cases is the time required to decrypt a data block,
plus the time required for the comparison. This technique
is independent of the adopted fault model.

The above two techniques of fault detection seem to
ensure a high level of security. However, only checking
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the correctness of the computed encryption result may not
be enough to prevent fault analysis since an attacker may
destroy the detector.

5. Our proposed fault detection on Camellia

The previous differential fault analysis on the security of
Camellia adopts the basic assumption and fault model as
follows:

(1)The attacker has the capability to obtain the right and
the corresponding faulty ciphertexts when encrypting
one plaintext with the same secret key.

(2)The attacker can induce a single byte error to a 32–
bit register. However, the location of this byte in this
register and the value of the error are both unknown.

On the above basic assumptions, they induce a random
error in the last three rounds, and thus obtain a faulty ci-
phertext. By differential fault analysis, part bytes of the
subkeys in the last round can be recovered. Repeat this
procedure until the subkey is obtained. Then they decrypt
the right ciphertext to obtain the input of the last round,
which is the output of the penultimate round. Repeat the
above procedure until the secret key is obtained by the key
schedule.

Our objective is to develop fault detection techniques
which will be independent of the particular hardware im-
plementation. A fault injected into the first round is com-
parable to encoding a different input. The injection of a
fault in one of the inner rounds is more complicated and
it is necessary to follow the errors as they propagate along
the execution path. Every round of Camellia consists of
the round function, which is composed of three transfor-
mations: Subkey exclusive OR, Substitution and Permuta-
tion. The propagation of a single fault is influenced by the
execution of the round components. The result can be clas-
sified into two cases: the fault spreads considerably or the
fault affects only one byte in the output. The latter situation
includes the Subkey exclusive OR and Substitution trans-
formations, where the error is only moved within a byte,
respectively. The remaining permutation is more complex
and will therefore greatly influence the propagation of er-
rors.

When using a specific input and injecting a single-byte
fault into every different rounds, the number of erroneous
bytes in the ciphertext has the following characteristic (See
Figure 2):

(1)If all bytes are erroneous, the fault could occur before
the last four rounds.

(2)If there are less than 16 nonzero erroneous bytes in
average, the fault could occur in the last three rounds.
The average number of erroneous bytes is 15.12, 11.16
and 4.33, respectively.

To date, little research has been done on the related
attacking method when the faults are induced before the
three rounds. Thus, Camellia is secure even if the errors

Figure 2 Erroneous bytes in the ciphertext of Camellia.

Table 1 The relationship between some patterns and ciphertext
pairs.

Pattern A ciphertext pair
|△Y | |△YL|, |△YR|

1 01 (Y, Y ∗), (Y ∗, Y ∗)
2 02 (Y ∗, Y ∗)
5 05 (Y, Y ∗), (Y ∗, Y ∗)
6 06, 15 (Y, Y ∗), (Y ∗, Y ∗)
7 16, 07 (Y, Y ∗), (Y ∗, Y ∗)
8 08, 17, 26 (Y ∗, Y ∗)
9 18, 27 (Y ∗, Y ∗)
10 28 (Y ∗, Y ∗)
13 58 (Y, Y ∗)
14 68 (Y ∗, Y ∗)
15 78 (Y ∗, Y ∗)
16 88 (Y, Y ∗), (Y ∗, Y ∗)

have been induced before the four rounds. We put empha-
sis on the research of the errors induced into the last three
rounds. In the DFA analysis, the attacker must capture at
least two ciphertexts, including one right ciphertext and
one faulty ciphertext. On the basis of this assumption, we
propose a fault detection technique to infer whether the at-
tacker induce faults into the encryption module.

On the byte-oriented fault model in the previous at-
tacks, the fault could be injected into the last three rounds.
The pattern is defined within the bounds of remote possi-
bility as the result of the XOR operation between two right
ciphertexts (See Table 1). There are two possibilities for a
ciphertext pair: a correct ciphertext and a faulty ciphertext
(Y, Y ∗), two faulty ciphertexts (Y ∗, Y ∗). If the distribu-
tion of a ciphertext difference satisfies these patterns, we
could derive that the attacker has induced faults into the
encryption module and at least one ciphertext is faulty. In
other words, if the ciphertext difference satisfies the distri-
bution of some patterns in Table 1, it shows that the error
has been induced into the encryption module. Otherwise,
it is not feasible for DFA to derive the secret key of Camel-
lia.
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Table 2 Patterns of two faulty ciphertexts.

01 05 06 15 16 58 68 88
01 01, 02 05,06 06, 07 15, 16 16, 17 58 68 88
05 05, 06 05-08 06-08 15-18 16-18 58 68 88
06 06, 07 06-08 06-08 15-18 16-18 58 68 88
15 15, 16 15-18 16-18 15-18, 25-28 16-18, 26-28 58, 68 68, 78 88
16 16, 17 16-18 16-18 16-18, 26-28 16-18, 26-28 58, 68 68, 78 88
58 58 58 58 58,68 58,68 58-88 68-88 88
68 68 68 68 68,78 68,78 68-88 68-88 88
88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88

Figure 3 Ration of erroneous bytes in one correct ciphertext and
one faulty ciphertext in the last three rounds.

5.1. Patterns of a correct ciphertext and a faulty
ciphertext

By the ciphertext difference, we could detect the fault lo-
cation as Table 1 shows. Some patterns are defined within
the bounds of average possibility as the result of the XOR
operation between two right ciphertexts in the last three
rounds For example, when the error is injected into the last
three round, the ratio of 1, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14 and 16 erroneous
bytes occur at 11.1%, 5.6%, 16.7%, 11.1%, 16.7%, 16.7%,
and 22.2%, respectively. (See Figure 3).

5.2. Patterns of two faulty ciphertexts

In real application, one correct ciphertext and one faulty
ciphertext as a ciphertext pair is ideal. However, there ex-
ist two faulty ciphertexts. On the basis of Table 2, we build
up the pattern of ciphertext difference between two fault-
y ciphertexts in Table 3. Thus, we derive the relationship
between the pattern of two faulty ciphertexts and the fault
locations in Table 4. when two errors are injected into the
last three round, the ratio of 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14,
15 and 16 erroneous bytes occur at 0.76%, 0.76%, 1.89%,
8.12%, 14.41%, 8.81%, 5.41%, 0.94%, 12.46%, 16.99%,
4.91% and 24.54%, respectively (See Figure 4).

Table 3 The relationship between pattern of two faulty cipher-
texts and fault injection.

Pattern Location of fault injections
|△Y | |△YL|, |△YR|

1 01 R17R17

2 02 R17R17

5 05 R17M17, M17M17

6 06 R17M17, R17M17, R17L17,
M17M17

15 R17L17, R17M16, M17L17,
M17M16, L17L17, M16L17,
M16M16

7 07 R17M17

16 R17L17, R17M16, M17L17,
M17M16, L17L17, M16L17,
M16M16

8 08 M17M17

17 R17L17, R17M16, M17L17,
M17M16, L17L17, M16L17,
M16M16

26 L17L17, M16L17, M16M16

9 18 M17L17, M17M16, L17L17,
M16L17, M16M16

27 L17L17, M16L17, M16M16

10 28 L17L17, M16L17, M16L16

13 68 R17L16, R17M16, R17R15,
M17L16, M17M16, M17R15,
L17L16, L17M16, L17R15,
M16L16, M16L17, M16R15,
L16L16, L16M16, L16R15,
M16M16, M16R15, R15R15

14 68 R17L16, R17M16, R17R15,
M17L16, M17M16, M17R15,
L17L16, L17M16, L17R15,
M16L16, M16L17, M16R15,
L16L16, L16M16, L16R15,
M16M16, M16R15, R15R15

15 78 L17L16, L17M16, L17R15,
M16L16, M16L17, M16R15,
L16L16, L16M16, L16R15,
M16M16, M16R15, R15R15

16 2222
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Figure 4 Ration of erroenous bytes of two faulty ciphertexts in
the last three rounds.

5.3. Simulations

We implemented our attack on a PC using Visual C++ on
a 1.60 GHz centrino with 8 GB memory. The fault induc-
tion was simulated by computer software. In this situation,
we ran the attack algorithm to 100 encryption unit with
different random generated keys. The success rate of our
method can detect fault is 77.8% to recover the secret key.
The time to complete the attack is less than 1 second. Com-
pared with the previous techniques, the overhead and time
tolerance of required for the comparison in our method is
negligible. As one countermeasure of Camellia against D-
FA, the proposed technique could not only help to detect
the errors with low overhead of space and time tolerance,
but also be applied in hardware or software implementa-
tion.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we examine the security analysis of Camel-
lia with its fault injection simulation in implementation. It
is simple to detect errors in real applications, and provides
a practical approach for fault detection on other block ci-
phers.
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